The making of ‘The Caucasian Chalk Circle’

The Countdown begins…
Every day we woke up with a smile touching our ears. Every day brought bright opportunities to prove
our versatility. Selections, rejections…every day taught us a new lesson. Each day made us better
people. Every day we learnt to love ourselves a little more than we did the previous day. Every day has
been a new challenge, a new hurdle to overcome, a new beginning. Every day we realized that D-day
was a day closer and we pushed ourselves one step further. Every day we realized that each day
mattered.
Everything transformed- from the general schedule the school followed, to the persona of the students.
With the most exciting, enlivening and exhilarating event of the school zooming in on the calendar, the
ambience at Ecole has taken a 3600 turn. Almost suddenly, things were the way they never were.
The hard work, zeal and endeavor put in by the students, the teachers and also Mr. Ulfat and his
awesome team is mind-boggling! We pray, with all our heart and soul, that Ecole Globale achieves a
perfect launch on its Founders day.
Signing off…
Editor

From the Principal’s Desk
‘Ecolecho’ literally echoes the sounds of the diverse activities
that our girls engage in within the classroom and outside it
too. The past few issues of ‘Ecolecho’ bear testimony to the
fact that we strive to provide opportunities to our girls to
explore, discover and grow into the women they are meant
to be – modern and refined and yet rooted to their culture.
The preparation for the Annual Sports Day and the play has
seen the emergence of myriad talents. It is a matter of
satisfaction that every single child in the school has been
adequately fitted into the events of the Founder’s Day. It is as if we at Ecole are sending out a
message that “In a universe of possibility it is you who set the context and let life unfold”
Mrs. Brinda Ghosh

The Odour of Celebrations
Have you noticed that the smell of Dusshera
hangs in the air much before the advent of the
Dusshera itself? It is as if Nature pre-empts the
festive season. Generously and liberally, She
sprays the atmosphere with Her special
fragrance. The air is thick with the aroma of
flowers, incense, aromatic leaves, and the
fresh, clean earthy smells! Hmmmm….Isn’t it a
divine feeling!
If we Indians celebrate Dusshera for ten days,
then ten days it will be at Ecole too! The
festivities continued almost through the
month of October; the preparation for
things to come.
It all began when Team Fire decided that
they would like to anticipate Pooja and kick
start the mood early. So Goddess Durga
made an appearance as the protagonist of
the Team Fire assembly. Resplendent in her
Mahishasura Mardini avatar, she arrived
well in advance one morning. And you could
smell her in the air!
The presentation narrated the saga of
Mahishasura. Vivid and evocative, it brought
out the various facets of the legend; the
prelude, the battle and the annihilation!
Chants of ‘Ya Devi Sarva Bhuteshu ‘echoed in the hallway and there was no doubt that evil had been
vanquished once and for all.
The other aspect of the festival made itself visible on the “Special Class of the Week “display board a
day later. Grade 7 decided to feature Ravana as their central figure on the board. The 10- headed
demon king of Lanka in his entire splendor.
The Dusshera mood continued and the festive mela-like atmosphere was all-pervasive that evening
when the ten-headed Ravana went up in flames and with him all the sins of mankind was symbolically
blown away. All the food stalls at the site were busy feeding the hungry Asianites and Ecolites, and
what a time they had!
The fragrance had filtered into everyone by the process of osmosis and magically metamorphosed
into smiles. Everywhere you looked, people were smiling. Today, it was ‘saat khoon maaf’!

Garba Nights at Ecole…
‘Garba Nights’! Aren’t they exciting and lots
of fun!?
After the Dussehra fete, we began our
Garba Night. I never expected to be able to
celebrate this festival as we did. Being a
Guajarati, this celebration meant a lot to
me. At 8:30 pm, on 24th October, we all
dressed in glittery Garba dresses ‘ “Chanya
Cholis” and were all set for the Garba
dance. We were soon all dancing to the
catchy rhythmic music. The tempo of the
Garba songs is so fast that one gets
magnetically pulled to the dance floor. Not even our Principal was spared. Thanks to the captivating
numbers, everyone was dancing or at least learning to do so.
The word Navratri have been derived from the words ‘Nav’ meaning nine and ‘Ratri’ meaning night.
This, to us in Gujarat, means nine nights of Garba. It is believed that the nine nights are dedicated to
nine Goddesses. Navratri is a festival that brings joy in the lives of all Gujaratis, and we at Ecole were
not far behind and joined in the celebrations. The hour of Garba elated our spirits.

Riddhi Sarvaiya

TETE –A-TETE WITH A STAR
The morning of the 21st October dawned crisp
and clear and there was a slight nip in the air and
the warmth of the sun was quite inviting.
The school was gearing up for a special person;
someone we were all looking forward to meeting.
As we gave last minute touches to the welcome
charts, the wheels rolled in and our visitor
emerged.
Tall, suave and gorgeously handsome, Mr. Kabir
Bedi met all of us warmly. What was most
endearing was his disarming smile and his
unassuming manner! Success sat lightly on his shoulders, as he answered our questions during the
Q&A session:
 Sir, a very warm welcome to you. Tell us, when did you know exactly that acting was what you
want to do for a living?
Acting happened to me when I was in school, at Sherwood College, Nainital. You see, I really
belong to these hills and I love being here. In school I got the opportunity to work in school
plays which I enjoyed thoroughly. Later at St. Stephen’s, again I took part in several plays. It
was here that I won the Kendall cup for acting which really spurred me on.
 What are the qualities you think a good actor must have?
First and foremost, a person needs to be extremely observant. One must observe minutely
what one sees around one-the people, their reactions, responses, expressions.
Secondly, you need to be a good listener-you must keep your ears tuned to nuances of tone,
modulations…to what people think, their opinions, world view.
 Mr. Bedi, you have acted in movies like ‘Octopussy’ as well as daily soaps like ‘The Bold and the
Beautiful ‘, both in India and abroad. Would you now say that acting is a fantastic career? Would
you recommend it to youngsters like us?
(Smiles)
No! What each one of you must realise is that acting, like any other profession, is a lot of
sweat and grime. Ups and downs. Even the best of actors have to be prepared to slog it out for
long hours. There are no short cuts, no easy way outs. The glamour and stardom attracts
people to it but what no one sees is the tears, the frustrations, the long periods of no work,
which can take a toll on the best of people.

 What are your other interests, other than films?
I write. Mainly film scripts. I have recently taken to film production. Then, theatre! I’m
passionate about the stage and I do not let go of any opportunity to do a good play.
I’m also into a lot of social causes now. I’m really passionate about my work in the field of
empowerment of women and for freedom of expression especially in what’s going on in
Myanmar, in Aung San Suu Kyi’s struggle.
I feel that today whatever we are doing is not enough. Each one of us has to put our weight
against these causes to make things happen.

Thank you very much, sir. We really enjoyed this interaction.

Eureka! It’s Erika!
On 2nd November, 2012, Ecole Globale was
privileged to play host to an excellent dancer,
Mrs Erika Nandi. She was invited to our school
to present and to share with us some
information about the various dance forms
she excels in.
She first enlightened us about the Russian
ballet that she learnt as a child. She taught us
some basic ballet steps. On popular request of
the Ecolites and the staff, she spoke to us
about Kathak. She explained that it was all
about story telling through dance. Ms. Erika was
impressed that we already knew the basics of
Kathak. She told us about certain interesting
similarities between the western and Indian
dance forms. She performed to Surdas’ ‘Makhan
Chori’, Krishna’s butter stealing act through
Kathak. She danced so gracefully that all of us
were left completely awestruck and the round of
applause that she received was deafening.
Mrs.Nandi then told us about Tamil Nadu’s
famous dance form – Bharatnatyam. She showed
us all the Mudras.She choreographed a dance on
the – Vande Mataram. Our music teacher, Mrs.
Pooja Pattar, sang while Mrs. Nandi danced to it.
Mrs. Erika Nandi do come again soon!
Aditi Dixit

TEACHERS TURN FASHION MODELS!
There are days which are forgotten because
nothing new has happened, while there are
others which stand out, says Shraddha Sawhney.
This is because they are red-letter days. They
are different from the humdrum of daily life.
One such day was the 10th of November when
the teachers of Ecole surprised the Ecolites with
a Children’s Day celebration.

The show began with the “melodious” prayer service by Ms. Bhatia. The prayer was a Hindi one but
sung with a British accent and a certain pitch which stunned us! We were not sure whether we could
laugh but then we were soon rolling. This was followed by an electrifying performance by Ms.
Archana and Ms. Nidhi. A group of teachers did an action dance on a medley of Hindi film songs. It
was simply hilarious to see how the teachers danced to the love songs with serious, poker-faces.
Guru-chaal, the Fashion Show began as the dazzling divas were ready to burn the floor with their
‘catwalk’. Choreographed to ‘Gangam Style, the teachers were unrecognizable. Attired in stylish,
trendy outfits,they sashayed down the ramp
with oomph and élan.
The performance by Mr. and Mrs. Ghosh
needs a special mention. They entertained us
with the’ Liza and Henry ‘musical of getting a
solution to “A Hole in the Bucket”.
And finally, the cherry on the icing was our
dearest Mr. Ghosh’s Hindustani classical
version of Baa Baa Black Sheep.
We were thoroughly entertained by our
teachers. For once we were not on stage and
we could just sit back and cheer while our
teachers took centre stage. Thank you
teachers for making us feel so special.

Roast Chicken for the Ecolite’s Soul
Children’s Day! After the great entertainment put up by the teachers, we all started talking about the
next important thing… food.
To our dismay, our Vice-Principal announced that it’s going to be
the regular ‘Kadi- Chawal” for lunch. But on the way to the dining
hall , we could smell the aroma of yummy paneer tikka and roasted
chicken! We raced to the hall. Lazeez aloo kulchas ,stuffed
potatoes and brownies with vanilla ice-cream also awaited us. We
ate all this with great enjoyment.
Food is top of the charts in the Ecolite’s scheme of things.
Heena Siddiqui

Finishing Classes, Joyous Classes
“Finishing Class” the term means classes in which we get trained for our life (manners, etc). In our
school, when the topic changes to Finishing Classes, everyone becomes happy. Mainly for two
reasonsa) Relaxing our brain

b) our dearest Tulsi ma’ammmm
I bet you, there is no one in the school who hates this class. In our Finishing Classes, ma’am is really
frank with us and she chooses the topics on the spot. We have attended this class in many different
and suddenly chosen manners. For example, from the dining hall to the rough grasslands!
Tulsi ma’am picks up really interesting topics such as Self Confidence, Belief in God, Empathy and
many more. We have worked with her for four long months now and I have full trust and faith in her
every single word. And the most amazing fact is that after four months of experiencing Finishing
School classes, I can boldly say that, “I am small but responsible and independent.”
Anusha Rathi

It’s Pedicure Time!
We never ever thought that we will learn
to do a pedicure in school! Amazing but
true… we had a pedicure in the hostel
and that too, free of cost.
It was actually a part of our finishing
school grooming classes , but we were
thrilled! Ms. Bhatia told us the
importance of keeping our feet clean to
keep them beautiful and most
importantly, to remain free from foot
fungus and corns.
We had great fun and at the same time
learnt something new . It is now a regular
feature in the hostel.
Pedicure anyone ?
Shabnam & Anjali

Proud to be my Father’s daughter!
When I was born, you were there to hold me, even now - when I fall
whenever and wherever,
When I said my first words, you were there to teach me ,
When I took my first steps, you were there to support me,
When I had my first day at school, you were there to advise me and
make me laugh,
Now I know that you will be always with me in good and bad times.

Father! He is the person who is the hero for most daughters .I am lucky being my father’s daughter;
he is the man who inspires me, who motivates me, who supports me . He worked day and night to
bring me up. He gave me everything I needed. It’s not that the father and daughter relationship ends
with bringing them up and getting them married. .
There is a heart- to- heart relationship which no one can understand, except a father and the
daughter.
In reality, every girl in this world is lucky. I am lucky being my father’s daughter not only because of all
the things he gave me but also because of his unstinting love and support. He really understands me
and tries to make me as comfortable as he can. I have heard people say that the bond between the
daughter and the father is always stronger than that with the mother. And guess what! I feel that my
father’s love has grown stronger since I moved into a hostel. Absence making the heart grow
fonder…?!
Gunisha Arora

Reflections on the Road
There’s a lot more to travelling than just hitting the road, says
Megha Rathi.
Well, excuse me; sitting in an airplane isn’t travelling!
To me, the word means much more than just taking a journey.
Travelling to me is like religion to many. It would be impossible to
frame in words how grateful I am to the admirable Karl Benz for
having invented the very first car in 1886. My thirst for road journeys goes back a long way. Well,
maybe, it’s genetic- a round of applause for my father, please. Thanks!
To travel is to learn.
Life in itself is a journey. You see, there comes a time when you have to choose between two roads.
You choose one and leave the other because one cannot travel two roads at a time. If you reflect on
this, it surely will remind you of the dilemma we are often faced with. Finally, all that counts is that
you don’t regret your choice.
When you progress in life, you don’t leave others behind, you simply push yourself ahead. Likewise,
when you’re on the road, you zoom forward, crossing each hurdle triumphantly. The other things
actually seem to be falling behind, when it’s really YOU moving forward!
Recently, the travel bug took us to the jungles of Nainital—the Corbett National Park. During my
journey, I found myself enveloped on all sides by beautiful green trees. I could feel the wind in my
hair, blowing serenely. And as we went ahead, the woods seemed to be gaining strength. Each time

the trees would sway from left to right and just when you thought they’d fall, they would square their
woody branches and stand upright, clearly passing on the message, “Stay strong!”
Have you ever experienced those mixed pangs of emotions that strike you when you watch little
children laughing and dancing around on deserted streets? Dressed in rags with their noses running,
they seem to fear none, have not a care in the world!
I am all of fifteen now, and more than anything else, I want to
learn to drive because it gives one a sense of liberation. Once
I learn to operate one of those powerful, beautifully designed
machines, I’ll zip around the world and drink in the
magnificence that emerges when nature and modern
technology combine.
Go forth.
Travel!

We Can Make a Difference
As a developing country, India is faced with a thousand social problems. One such problem is the
huge number of underprivileged children who live lives that we cannot even imagine.
On 26th October, the special Assembly by Team Wind sought to highlight this social evil. It made
us aware that we, the privileged lot, have all that we really need, but still demand for more and
more. And truly, it’s never enough. But at the same time there are kids our age who dream new
dreams each day and kill every dream each night. Isn’t that depressing?
The play sure did have an impact on everyone. The last message made each one realize that “We
can make a difference.”

Shreya Agarwal of Team Wind!

Being a woman today means....
Doing everything better. I can do what my mother and grandmother could never even think of doing.
I have never felt that the sky was a limit for any woman. We can actually make the impossible,
possible. I can walk on the moon, run for president, and become the richest person on earth!

Come to think of it, it is much more special to have been brought up as a
girl these days. Are we women not proud of it? Our capability of tirelessly
juggling multiple jobs to serve many constituencies-families, employees,
clients, community—with as much energy, love and grace as one can
muster?
We can conquer the world with our confidence and our can-do attitude.
Gracefully and fearlessly, I walk on these open roads free like a bird. All I
can say is that I love it.
This does not mean that we underestimate men or overestimate
ourselves. I can walk with my head held high.
I think that working in a man’s world would never make us stop living our own.
Today, I can be Sunita Williams, Kiran Majumdar Shaw, Kiran Bedi, Madame Curie, Hillary Clinton or
just Sakshi Lakhotia, guys!
And I’m loving it.
Sakshi Lakhotia

Earning money is difficult
Earning money is difficult,
But not for those who have,
They waste things mindlessly,
For they don’t know what it is to ‘not have’,
But people living on the streets are smarter than them,
They use what they have earned, carefully,
They save and scrounge and make it last,
For they know how far it has to take them.
Earning money is difficult,
The one who keeps it safely, is a winner,
But the one who doesn’t is a failure,
For soon he will be without his dinner.
Still people are wasting,
Without a thought for tomorrow,
Fighting and killing to earn more,
They will stop at nothing,
The secret is to respect what we’ve got, not disrespect what we don’t,
Money is not everything; how much can one spend?
Ishani Singh

The Family
To start the show to glory,
Let me propound the Ecolites Theory.
Our School consists of girls of every kind,
The studious, the sporty and the well…never mind!
We excel in whatever we do,
This is ma’am Ghosh’s family for you.
Students make the School,
Not the walls
United we stand
And divided we fall.
Palak is chubby and cute
Aastha is never ever rude,
Trisha wants to go with the trends,
And Aman makes a lot of friends.
Shraddha has the silkiest hair,
Well, Physics is Anjali’s greatest night-mare.
Heena and Shabnam are as friendly as they can be,
Aditi and Varnika always seem to be party -free.
Vasundhara and Megha are too occupied with jobs on
Their hands.
Priyanka is mostly lost in her own dream land.
Sakshi’s hair style changes like season.
For avoiding food, Nandini has so many reasons.
Samridhi is cute with a devil inside,
From Megha, Anusha always wants to hide.
Ishani wants to walk a mile,
While Swati is ever ready with her smile.
Mallika and Gunisha are the best of friends,
Riddhi’s talks have no end.
Finally the last in the van,
But definitely not the least,
The creator of this History
My name remains a mystery…

WHO AM I?
(Can’t guess?!...)

Character Sketch of an Ecolite
The vivacious birds that live a life with tireless efforts,
Manage to be free
And always happy
Brimming with glee.
An Ecolite…
Just this title brings so much strength to us.
An Ecolite is an ordinary person with extraordinary thoughts.
She makes a difference, makes things happen and is prepared for any sort of
Decision making.
She is forever open to criticism.
She has beautiful mind and a beautiful soul.
She has a young heart but she grows.
She is ingenious.
She has magnificent ideas and the mighty power that can change the world.
She is valiant. She’ll faces challenges with a smile on her face.
She is a friend, a sister, a mentor.
She is God’s child.
She is different; unique.
She is just herself.
She is an Ecolite.
I am proud to say that of all things in the world, I am an Ecolite. All set to shake the world with a single
touch.
Shradhha Sawhney

A Walk to Remember
29th October, 2012
As I walked soulfully, solely down the less travelled path of my school, I realized it was something I
had been missing out on all along- something I should have done a long, long time ago.
In the noisy lives we live, we fail to listen to the voice of our soul, sometimes shouting to make itself
audible. Today’s walk served the purpose. My soul spoke. I heard. As I talked to my inner self, I
realized that the Almighty is actually within us, not in the statues we make and worship.
In the course of the walk, I saw my reflection in the water and wondered what I would be ten years
from today.
The walk that our class was made to take as a part of our English class, was and forever will be a walk
to remember because I learnt to admire the beauty of ‘soulness’- pun intended!
Megha Rathi

In preparation for Founder’s Day…

Sez who?
Theatre, to me is…
...expression. Emotions!

Ms. Pooja Pattar

…off with the mask!! Doing what I love, actually. Ms. Tulsi Bhatia
…experience, creativity, giving meaning to life.
…building confidence
…creativity!
…LIFE!!!

Ms Pathak

Gunisha Arora

Ms. Netrapreet

Mr. Alok Ulfat

…. passion, colour and costumes. Mrs. Ghosh
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